Lucido

Tips by Jannie van Schuylenburg for the Lucido moulds
• All sizes of squares with decorative borders you cut with the new moulds will always fit
perfectly if you work in the following way:
Pinpoint the centre on all four sides of the card. On the rim of the mould there is also a
small line in the centre. Put the line on the middle of the card, against the exterior rim.
Now cut off along the mould, or mark it off and cut it later on.
• All Lucido motifs you wish to make with the mould can be used on a rectangular card
as well. You are never forced to make a square card!
• If you put a large Lucido motif on a piece of cardboard, cut it out and on the card you
put the same motif in a smaller size and cut it too, you can hang the cut-out motif in it.
Put a wedge-shaped cut in two inner corners in front of each other. Now hang the cut-out
motive in it. Again you will find examples of this in the little Hobbymee book ‘Playful
Lucido’.
• The cut-out elements can be glued very well with the Xyron sticker maker! You will not
make a mess with glue. You can also pull a whole sheet of Lucido paper through the
Xyron X510 or X900. Then you have a sticker sheet. Also it can be nice to use Lucido for
scrapbooking, for example to make labels or embellishments out of Lucido paper. Make
beautiful jewellery by cutting or tearing along the mould. Besides, you can cut out the
photo using the inner motifs of the Lucido moulds and finish the borders with a sticker.
So you can apply Lucido more often than it seems to do at first sight.

Lucido card sun flower
By Jannie van Schuylenburg
Used:
Lucido mould 09 (112307/1709) Lucido stickers silver 09 (121001/2409)
Lucido paper 11 (117145/0111)
Strass adhesive stones fuchsia (107000/0102)
White, blue and aqua blue cardboard
The blue cardboard is cut out along the edge of the Lucido mould and then once again in
a smaller size. For the flower we use the smallest motif of this mould. The working
method of Lucido and tips you will find on this page and in the book 'Playful Lucido'.

Lucido card imperial crown
By Jannie van Schuylenburg
Used:
Lucido mould 10 (112307/1710) Lucido sticker gold 10 (121001/2510)
Lucido paper 13 and 14 (117145/0113 and 0114)
Strass adhesive stones orange (107000/0105) decorative beads grenade (117456/9080)
fibres (117289/9901) eyelets orange (112405/0256)
White and spring green cardboard.
A half A4 cardboard is folded in length on 4” and 10”.
The smallest motif is used. Every other notch along the edge of the mould is used. Fibres,
eyelets and strass stones make it fancy. You can find the working methods and tips in the
little book ‘Playful Lucido’.

Lucido cards
By Jannie van Schuylenbug
Made with the Lucido moulds with lead effect. On the moulds there are also embossing
figures and embroidering holes.

More useful tips by Jannie van Schuylenburg:
The fact that we actually do not need a knife to cut Lucido cards appeals a lot to people. I
have got a lot of tips that are worth mentioning.
1. First you put a straight cross on your card. You can also put a slanting cross, but in that
way moulds 04 and 06 will not fit very well. This way you have got the centre lines. Put
the lines of the mould on your pencil line. Always use a fill in pencil. The lines will get
closer to the mould and everything will fit better.
2.You draw the segments on the front side of your paper, otherwise the moulds 03 and 05
will knot (in reverse) and the stickers will not fit anymore.
3.Actually you do not have to cut anything at all. You use your scissors all the time.
Great for people who have problems with cutting (and there are many of them). Actual
3D with paper! If you want to create raise parts by making openings in the large patterns
of the mould (see package mould 2, but also possible with moulds 1, 3 and 6) then you
can cut or point out and incise with a small, pointed scissor.
4.Make a birthday with Lucido combined with a small picture. Use neutral paper and take
the Lucido as a background. Then you put a picture on it slightly out of centre. Very
lovely.
5. Use another kind of paper sometimes. You will find a chapter on this in the Lucido
book.
6.The star becomes the 'tumbling blocks'. Make the star with three colours and take three
segments of each colour. Build up the star with three colours consecutively. You will
notice that the colours that are similar are going to be in front of each other. Now add the
last three segments in the points (skip one in between). The colour that will be in the
points is the same as the already used colour. Finish the star with stickers and take as a
conclusion a diamond shaped piece of paper and cut it lengthways. This last part can go
on the diamonds on the outside.

7.Remove the stickers from the sheet with the tip of your knife and attach them in the
same way. Actually it does not work well using your fingers. I always start with the
separate parts and the whole sticker segments lock up the loose parts. The stickers are
flexible, so if it does not fit well: remove a little piece and try again! The Lucido paper
will not be damaged and it is nice and smooth. Put the tip of your knife in the middle of a
part, and you will see wheter it works better on the left or on the right side. With the
closed segments you start from the middle.
8. Mould 02 has an embossing border with flowers and leaves. On the stickers are the
same flowers and leaves. After embossing you can put the stickers on. This will look very
nice. (The book features an example of this.)
9. Of course you can use this very well for scrapbooking. With the photo itself or as a
decoration. (There is an example of this in the book too.)
I hope I have been able to help you a little bit again.

